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Degree bounds for rational generators of invariant fields of finite

abelian groups
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Abstract

We study degree bounds on rational but not necessarily polynomial generators for the field kpV qG of

rational invariants of a linear action of a finite abelian group. We show that lattice-theoretic methods

used recently by the author and collaborators to study polynomial generators for the same field largely

carry over, after minor modifications to the arguments. It then develops that the specific degree bounds

found in that setting also carry over.

1 Introduction

Degree bounds for generators for rings of invariants are a topic of longstanding interest in invariant theory
[Noe15, Fle00, Fog01, FSSW06, Sym11, Sch91, DH00, Sez02, CD14, Gan19, FKMP21]. Much less studied
are degree bounds for generators for fields of rational invariants. Very general upper bounds were proven
in [HL16] and [FKW07]. The author and collaborators took up this question systematically in [BSGHR23],
considering the quantities

βfieldpG, V q :“ minpd : kpV qG is generated by invariant polynomials of degree ď dq

and
γfieldpG, V q “ minpd : kpV qG has a transcendence basis of polynomials of degree ď dq,

where V is a representation of a group G over a field k, and kpV qG is, as usual, the field of invariant rational
functions. Results of that inquiry are discussed below.

The focus on polynomials generating the field of invariant rational functions was motivated by an applica-
tion to signal processing: when k “ R, the numbers βfield and γfield exert control over the number of samples
needed to accurately estimate a signal in V that is corrupted both by gaussian noise and by transformations
selected randomly from G ([BBSK`23, Theorems 2.15 and 2.16]; and see the introduction of [BSGHR23]).
Still, because kpV qG is a field, it is natural to ask what happens when we do not insist the field generators
or transcendence basis are polynomials.

Therefore, in this note we consider versions of βfield and γfield, called βr

field and γr

field, which allow the
generators of kpV qG (respectively, of a subfield of full transcendence degree) to be rational functions. This
note is intended as a companion to [BSGHR23]; while we make an effort to give self-contained statements
of the results, the proofs inevitably refer to related arguments in [BSGHR23].

The results of [BSGHR23] include sharp lower bounds depending on V [BSGHR23, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2;
Corollary 3.6], and an upper bound in the case that G “ Z{pZ and chark ‰ p [BSGHR23, Theorem 3.11],
provided V has enough nontrivial isotypic components. This upper bound is not sharp; a sharp upper bound
was conjectured [BSGHR23, Conjecture 5.1]. It is essentially immediate that the upper bound proven in
[BSGHR23] for βfield also applies to βr

field; the main results of the present work are that, at least for abelian
G and non-modular V , the same lower bounds also apply. We also show that an upper bound conjectured in
[BSGHR23] for βfield, is attained by βr

field and even γr

field. These results are given in Section 4. In Section 3,
we verify that the same lattice-theoretic methods used in [BSGHR23] to study βfield, γfield can be used to
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study βr

field and γr

field. We also show that over any field bereft of nontrivial roots of unity (such as R), βfield

and βr

field are equal. The biggest difference with the theory developed in [BSGHR23] is that βr

field, γ
r

field can
be lowered by base-change. Notation and conventions are set up in Section 2, where we also mention a useful
(well-known) lemma.

2 Notation and preliminaries

We import the following notation from [BSGHR23]:

Notation 2.1. Throughout, G is a finite group, k is a field, usually of characteristic coprime to G (i.e.,
the nonmodular case), V is a finite-dimensional representation of G over k, and N “ dimV . The symbol
p always represents a prime number and specifically in the context that G “ Z{pZ; likewise, n is always a
(not-necessarily prime) natural number such that G “ Z{nZ. In the special case that G is abelian and k

has coprime characteristic, m represents the number of nontrivial isotypic components in V ’s base change
to k’s algebraic closure. (If k already contains |G|th roots of unity, then m is just the number of nontrivial
isotypic components in V .)

Before beginning the inquiry, one first has to decide on a definition of the degree of a rational function
f “ f1{f2 that generalizes the degree of polynomials. Reasonable choices include:

1. maxpdeg f1, deg f2q, so that, in the univariate case with k “ C, the notion coincides with the topological
degree of the self-map of the Riemann sphere induced by f .

2. deg f1 ´ deg f2, so that, restricting to homogeneous rational functions, the degree captures the weight
of the scaling action of kˆ on f , i.e.,

fpαxq “ αdeg ffpxq

for α P kˆ.

3. deg f1`deg f2, so that deg f1f2 “ deg f1f
´1
2 and the notion provides a rough measure of the complexity

of writing f down.

In this note we opt for the last of these choices. Thus, henceforward, we make the following definitions.

Definition 2.2. For f P kpV q, the degree of f is

deg f :“ deg f1 ` deg f2,

where f “ f1{f2 with f1, f2 P krV s and gcdpf1, f2q “ 1. Then kpV qGďd is the set of invariant rational
functions of degree ď d. (Note that this is not a k-linear space, as it is not closed under addition.)

Definition 2.3. With this in place, we set

βr

fieldpG, V q :“ minpd : kpV qG is generated as a field by kpV qGďdq

and
γr

fieldpG, V q :“ minpd : kpV qGďd contains a transcendence basis for kpV qG over kq,
in analogy to βfield and γfield above.

In the situation that G is abelian, the characteristic of k is coprime with |G|, and k contains |G|th roots
of unity, the action of G on V can be diagonalized. Working in a diagonal basis x1, . . . , xN , the action of G
on V is monomial, i.e., every monomial is an eigenvector of the action, and the invariant monomials form a
monoid under multiplication. Following a standard method in the invariant theory of finite abelian groups,
we can then identify the invariant ring krV sG with the monoid algebra, which is a normal affine semigroup
ring.
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Definition 2.4. As in [BSGHR23], for abelian G and k containing distinct |G|th roots of unity, we write
LpG, V q for the ambient group of the monoid of invariant monomials, identified in the natural way with a
sublattice of ZN . Explicitly, suppose that G acts diagonally on a basis x1, . . . , xN for V ˚. Then if a P ZN ,
then xa is the Laurent monomial in x1, . . . , xN with exponent vector a, and

LpG, V q :“ ta P ZN : gxa “ xa for all g P Gu.
Notation 2.5. With a P ZN and xa P kpV q as in Definition 2.4, we write

exppaq :“ xa

and view exp as a map from ZN to kpV q. This notation is inspired by [BH98, Chapter 6].

Definition 2.6. It will transpire below, much as in [BSGHR23], that in the situation of Definition 2.4,
γr

fieldpG, V q and βr

fieldpG, V q are not affected by deletion of duplicate or trivial characters in V . Following
[BSGHR23], we write

LpG, Supp1 V q :“ LpG, V 1q,
where V 1 is a representation of G obtained from V by deleting all trivial and duplicate characters (so that
each isotypic component of V 1 is one-dimensional, and none is trivial). Note that dimV 1 “ m.

Convention 2.7. In the situation of Definition 2.4, so that LpG, V q and LpG, Supp1 V q are defined, we
apply the word degree to points of these lattices so as to accord with Definition 2.2. Explicitly, if a P ZN or
Zm, we set deg a :“ degxa. This is nothing but the L1 norm of a.

Convention 2.8. In the situation of Definition 2.4, suppose, furthermore, that G “ Z{nZ with n a natural
number. Then we adopt the convention that an integer k P Z represents the character

ℓ ÞÑ e2πkℓ{n P Cˆ

of G, where ℓ P G “ Z{nZ (noting that the exponential on the right side is well-defined on residue classes
mod n). With this convention, if S is a set of integers representing the distinct nontrivial characters in V ˚,
it will follow from the work below that βr

field and γr

field only depend on the set S. Thus we write

γr

fieldpG,Sq :“ γr

fieldpG, V q and βr

fieldpG,Sq :“ βr

fieldpG, V q.
Furthermore, LpG, Supp1 V q is defined by the linear equation mod n with coefficients from S. Therefore,
given an arbitrary set of integers S “ ts1, . . . , smu, we write

LpG,Sq :“ ta P Zm : s1a1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` smam “ 0 pmod nqu.
These conventions having been set up, we mention the following well-known fact that will be used

repeatedly:

Lemma 2.9. If f “ f1{f2 P kpV qG is an invariant rational function, with f1, f2 P krV s coprime, then f1, f2
are semi-invariants of G of the same weight; in other words, there exists a character

ε : G Ñ kˆ

such that gfi “ εpgqfi for i “ 1, 2 and all g P G.

Proof. This is standard (see, e.g., the proofs of [PV94, Theorem 3.3(b)] and [HL16, Lemma 3.2]), but the
proof is short enough to include:

For any g P G, we have f1{f2 “ gf1{gf2 by the invariance of f , or in other words,

f1pgf2q “ f2pgf1q.
Since f1 and f2 are coprime and krV s is a unique factorization domain, it must be that f1 divides gf1. Then
f2 divides gf2 with the same ratio. Since g is degree-preserving, the common ratio is in kˆ. We define

εpgq :“ gf1

f1
“ gf2

f2
.

It is immediate that ε : G Ñ kˆ is a 1-cocycle:

εpghq “ ghf1

f1
“ gf1

f1
¨ ghf1
gf1

“ gf1

f1
¨ g

ˆ
hf1

f1

˙
“ εpgq ¨ gεphq.

Since the G-action on kˆ is trivial, it is actually a group homomorphism.
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3 Rational field generators and lattices

We now give a preliminary exploration of βr

field and γr

field by adapting the methods of [BSGHR23]. A first
observation is that all the upper bounds on βfield, γfield proven in [BSGHR23] hold in the present setting:
the basic inequalities

βr

fieldpG, V q ď βfieldpG, V q,
γr

fieldpG, V q ď γfieldpG, V q

are immediate from the definitions, because krV sGďd Ă kpV qGďd. It is also evident that

γr

fieldpG, V q ď βr

fieldpG, V q,

so lower bounds on γr

field apply to βr

field, and upper bounds on βr

field apply to γr

field. In particular, by
[BSGHR23, Theorem 3.11], if G “ Z{pZ, k has characteristic coprime with p, and V contains at least three
characters of G after base-changing to the algebraic closure of k, then we have

γr

fieldpG, V q ď βr

fieldpG, V q, γfieldpG, V q ď βfieldpG, V q ď p ` 3

2
.

If [BSGHR23, Conjecture 5.1] is correct, the right side can be lowered to rp{rm{2ss. This latter is sharp for
γfield [BSGHR23, Proposition 5.2], and we will see below (Proposition 4.5) that it is even sharp for γr

field .
Next, in the situation that k “ R, admitting rational field generators does not allow one to reduce the

degrees of the functions needed to generate the field:

Proposition 3.1. Let G be a finite group and V a finite-dimensional representation of G over a field k

whose only roots of unity are ˘1. Then

βr

fieldpG, V q “ βfieldpG, V q.

The main idea in the argument is that the paucity of roots of unity forces any rational invariant to be
representable in terms of polynomial invariants of equally low degree.

Proof. It was noted above that βr

fieldpG, V q ď βfieldpG, V q. We need the reverse inequality.
Let f “ f1{f2 be any invariant rational function, with f1, f2 P krV s and gcdpf1, f2q “ 1. By Lemma 2.9,

there exists a group homomorphism ε : G Ñ kˆ with gfi “ εpgqfi for i “ 1, 2 and all g P G. Since G is finite
(so that εpgq must be a root of unity for all g P G), and we have assumed that the only roots of unity in k

are ˘1, we have ǫpgq2 “ 1 for all g. It follows that in addition to f “ f1{f2, all of

f2
1 , f1f2, f

2
2

are invariant. Furthermore, according to our definition of deg f , it is equal to deg f1f2 and also to the mean
of deg f2

1 , deg f
2
2 ; thus at least one of f2

1 , f
2
2 has lower degree than f .

It follows that for a rational invariant f of degree d, either f2
1 {pf1f2q or f1f2{f2

2 yields a representation
of f as a ratio of invariant polynomials of degree ď d. So for any given degree d, and in particular, for
d “ βr

fieldpG, V q, the invariant rational functions of degree ď d are already in the field generated by the
invariant polynomials of degree ď d. We can conclude that

βfieldpG, V q ď βr

fieldpG, V q,

completing the proof.

If k is a field richer in roots of unity than R, the conclusion of Proposition 3.1 may fail; we can have βr

field

properly lower than βfield.

Example 3.2. Let k “ C and let G “ Z{7Z. Let V be the 3-dimensional representation given by the
characters 1, 2, and 4 (as in Convention 2.8). Then LpG, V q contains the point p1, 1, 1q but no other
nontrivial, non-negative points of degree ď 3. On the other hand, it contains p1, 3, 0q and p0, 1, 3q which,
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together with p1, 1, 1q, generate it. Thus, LpG, V q is generated by points of degree 4 but the points of
lower degree do not generate a full-rank sublattice. By the results of [BSGHR23, Section 2], it follows that
γfieldpG, V q “ βfieldpG, V q “ 4.

Meanwhile, if we take x1, x2, x4 as the diagonal basis for V ˚ corresponding to the characters 1, 2, 4 respec-
tively, then x2

1{x2 and x2
2{x4 are rational invariants of degree 3, corresponding to the lattice points p2,´1, 0q

and p0, 2,´1q. Together with x1x2x4, these generate the field of rational invariants. Thus βr

fieldpG, V q ď 3.
(Using the tools below, this can be sharpened to equality.)

To continue the inquiry, we need analogues to the results of [BSGHR23, Section 2], relating βfield and
γfield to LpG, V q, and using this to establish that LpG, V q only depends on the set of nontrivial characters in
V ˚ when G is abelian and k has coprime characteristic. The analogue of [BSGHR23, Lemma 2.1] (allowing
arbitrary base changes without affecting βfield or γfield) actually fails, but if we assume that the ground field
contains all the relevant roots of unity, the rest of [BSGHR23, Section 2] goes through. Furthermore, base
change can still only lower βr

field, so we will be able to get a version of the lower bounds of [BSGHR23] in
this setting, without this restriction on the ground field.

We illustrate the failure of the base-change lemma for βr

fieldpG, V q with an example.

Example 3.3. Let k :“ Qp
?

´7q. This is the subfield of the cyclotomic field K :“ Qpζ7q corresponding to
the subgroup H of order three in GalpK{Qq – pZ{7Zqˆ. The Galois group GalpK{Qq acts on the character
group of G “ Z{7Z by post-composition, and t1, 2, 4u is an orbit for the action of H . Thus the representation
of G “ Z{7Z in Example 3.2 is in fact defined over k “ KH ; let V be the corresponding representation over
k, and let VK be its base-change to K. Because K contains 7th roots of unity, the diagonal basis x1, x2, x4

discussed in Example 3.2 is defined over K; thus the argument of Example 3.2 shows that βr

fieldpG, VKq ď 3
(and again, this can be sharpened to equality using the tools below).

On the other hand, we claim that βr

fieldpG, V q “ 4. Because k’s only roots of unity are ˘1, we have
βr

fieldpG, V q “ βfieldpG, V q by Proposition 3.1; then, we have βfieldpG, V q “ 4 by Example 3.2 combined with
[BSGHR23, Lemma 2.1]. This establishes the claim. So βr

fieldpG, VKq ă βr

fieldpG, V q strictly here.

Remark. The phenomenon illustrated by this example can be viewed as a consequence of the fact that
degree of rational functions is not preserved by addition, so that kpV qGďd is not a vector space. Thus its

relationship with KpV qGďd, where K is an extension of k, is more subtle than their [BSGHR23, Section 2]

analogues, where we had KrV sGďd – KbkkrV sGďd. In particular, KpVKqG may contain low-degree invariants,

such as x2
1{x2 and x2

2{x4 in the example, that do not “come from” low-degree invariants in kpV qG because
they are ratios of low-degree semi-invariants whose weights ε are defined over K but not k. In the example,
K{k is finite Galois, so one might hope to descend these invariants to k by summing over a GalpK{kq-orbit
(i.e., by considering x2

1{x2 `x2
2{x4 `x2

4{x1); but for rational functions, addition does not preserve the degree.

Although the base-change lemma fails, its trivial half continues to hold. The argument is essentially
equivalent to the corresponding half of [BSGHR23, Lemma 2.1], and comes down to the fact that kpV qGďd Ă
KpVKqGďd.

Lemma 3.4. If G is a finite group, V is a finite-dimensional representation of G over a field k, and K is
an arbitrary extension of k, and VK :“ K bk V , then

βr

fieldpG, VKq ď βr

fieldpG, V q

and
γr

fieldpG, VKq ď γr

fieldpG, V q.

Proof. Let d “ βr

fieldpG, V q. Then kpV qGďd generates kpV qG as a field. Since kpV qGďd Ă KpVKqGďd, it follows

that the field generated by KpVKqGďd contains both K and krV sG Ă kpV qG. It thus contains KrVKsG –
K bk krV sG, and therefore its fraction field KpVKqG. Thus, βr

fieldpG, VKq ď d.
Similarly, if d “ γr

fieldpG, V q, then kpV qGďd contains a transcendence basis for kpV q over k. The elements

of this basis are also contained in KpVKqGďd Ą kpV qGďd. Just as in the proof of [BSGHR23, Lemma 2.1],
they remain algebraically independent over K. Thus, by counting, they constitute a transcendence basis of
KpVKq over K, so γr

fieldpG, VKq ď d.
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Going forward, we assume that G is abelian, that chark ∤ |G|, and that k contains |G|th roots of unity,
so that the action of G on V is diagonalizable over k. We work in a diagonal basis x1, . . . , xN for V ˚; the
lattice LpG, V q is then defined. By Lemma 3.4, lower bounds on βr

field, γ
r

field obtained in this setting will
apply over arbitrary non-modular k. As mentioned above, under these hypotheses, all the remaining results
in [BSGHR23, Section 2] go through, as we now verify.

Notation 3.5. For positive integer N , let ΩN be the standard cross-polytope in RN , the convex hull of the
standard basis vectors e1, . . . , eN and their negatives. It is alternatively characterized as the closed unit ball
in the L1 norm on RN .1

This polytope takes the place of the ∆N of [BSGHR23, Section 2], which is the convex hull of e1, . . . , eN
and the origin. For any d ą 0, the points of ZN contained in dΩN are the exponent vectors of the Laurent
monomials of degree ď d.

We have an analogue of [BSGHR23, Lemma 2.4]:

Lemma 3.6. Let d be a positive integer.

1. The points of LpG, V q contained in dΩN generate LpG, V q if and only if kpV qGďd generates kpV qG as
a field.

2. The points of LpG, V q contained in dΩN generate a full-rank sublattice of LpG, V q if and only if
kpV qG is a finite field extension of the field generated by kpV qGďd. Furthermore, when these equivalent
conditions hold, the degree of the field extension equals the index of the lattice containment, i.e.,

rkpV qG : kpkpV qGďdqs “ rLpG, V q : xLpG, V q X dΩN ys.

Proof. We need one significant idea not already found in the proof of [BSGHR23, Lemma 2.4]:

Lemma 3.7. Every element of kpV qGďd is rationally expressible in terms of the Laurent monomials contained

in kpV qGďd.

Proof. Let f “ f1{f2 P kpV qGďd be a rational invariant of degree ď d, with f1, f2 coprime. By Lemma 2.9,
f1, f2 are semi-invariants of a common weight ε : G Ñ kˆ. Let f1 “ ř

imi be the decomposition of fi
into distinct monomials mi (in the diagonal basis x1, . . . , xN ) and let f2 “

ř
j nj be the corresponding

decomposition of f2. We have
degmi ď deg f1, degnj ď deg f2

for any i, j. Because G acts diagonally, each mi is a semi-invariant for the action of G; linear independence
of the mi over k then implies that all of them have weight ε; by the same argument, all the nj are semi-
invariants of weight ε. It follows that for any i, j, the Laurent monomial min

´1
j is invariant. Furthermore,

we have
degmin

´1
j “ degmi ` deg nj ď deg f1 ` deg f2 ď d.

Putting this together, we have min
´1
j P kpV qGďd for any i, j. Now we reach the desired conclusion by applying

the following elementary calculation, which represents a ratio of sums as a rational function of the ratios of
the individual terms:

f “ f1

f2
“

ř
i miř
j nj

“
ÿ

i

˜
ÿ

j

ˆ
mi

nj

˙´1
¸´1

.

With this in place, the proof of [BSGHR23, Lemma 2.4] goes through mutatis mutandis, as follows. After
replacing ∆N and krV sGďd everywhere with ΩN and kpV qGďd respectively, the proof transfers to the present
context word-for-word except for two points which require to invoke the above:

1A more standard name for this polytope is βN ; however, we opt for ΩN to avoid overworking the symbol β any more than

necessary.
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1. In contrast to krV sGďd, it is not the case that kpV qGďd is the linear span of the Laurent monomials
it contains. But by Lemma 3.7, it is contained in the field generated by the Laurent monomials it
contains. In particular, it contains a transcendence basis for kpV qG over k if and only if the set of
Laurent monomials inside it contains a transcendence basis. So the same argument as in [BSGHR23,
Lemma 2.4] shows that kpV qG is finite over the subfield generated by kpV qGďd if and only if the lattice
generated by dΩN X LpG, V q is full-rank.

2. The proof of [BSGHR23, Lemma 2.4] features this sequence of containments:

krkrV sGďds Ă krL1s Ă kpkrV sGďdq.

The first containment becomes false when we replace krV sGďd with kpV qGďd and redefine L1 as

exppxLpG, V q X dΩN yq.

However, the only purpose for this containment in the proof of [BSGHR23, Lemma 2.4] was to argue
that kpL1q “ kpkrV sGďdq, and it is true that

kpL1q “ kpkpV qGďdq

with the new definition of L1. This follows from Lemma 3.7 because exppLpG, V q X dΩN q is exactly
the set of Laurent monomials contained in kpV qGďd, so Lemma 3.7 implies equality of the first and last
terms in the following evident sequence of containments:

kpexppLpG, V q X dΩN qq Ă kpexppxLpG, V q X dΩN yqq “ kpL1q Ă kpkpV qGďdq.

Having established kpL1q “ kpkpV qGďdqq in this setting, the rest of the proof is unaffected.

The analogue of [BSGHR23, Lemma 2.6] is now immediate from Lemma 3.6 and the definitions of γr

field

and βr

field:

Lemma 3.8. We have
βr

fieldpG, V q “ minpd : LpG, V q “ xLpG, V q X dΩN yq
and

γr

fieldpG, V q “ minpd : rkxLpG, V q X dΩN y “ Nq.

We also have analogues of [BSGHR23, Lemma 2.9], [BSGHR23, Lemma 2.11], and therefore [BSGHR23,
Lemma 2.12].

Lemma 3.9. Let V 1 be a representation of G obtained from V by deleting a trivial character. Then
βr

fieldpG, V q “ βr

fieldpG, V 1q and γr

fieldpG, V q “ γr

fieldpG, V 1q.

Lemma 3.10. Let V 1 be a representation of G obtained from V by merging a pair of identical characters.
Then βr

fieldpG, V q “ βr

fieldpG, V 1q and γr

fieldpG, V q “ γr

fieldpG, V 1q.

Proof of Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10. The proofs of [BSGHR23, Lemma 2.9] and [BSGHR23, Lemma 2.11] go
through essentially word-for-word in this setting after changing ∆N to ΩN and replacing the calls to
[BSGHR23, Lemma 2.6] with calls to Lemma 3.8. The key observation is that the embedding I of those
proofs injects dΩN´1 into dΩN (just as it injects d∆N´1 into d∆N ), and likewise, the maps π and π1 (of
[BSGHR23, Lemma 2.9] and [BSGHR23, Lemma 2.11] respectively) map dΩN onto dΩN´1 (just as they
map d∆N onto d∆N´1).

Lemma 3.11. The numbers βr

fieldpG, V q and γr

fieldpG, V q depend only on the set of distinct, nontrivial
characters of G that occur in V (and not on their multiplicities).

Proof. Immediate by induction from Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10.
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4 Bounds

This groundwork having been laid, we can reproduce all of the main results of [BSGHR23] for abelian
groups in the present setting:

Theorem 4.1 (Sharp lower bound). If G is a finite abelian group, and V is a faithful, non-modular, finite-
dimensional representation of G, and m is the number of distinct, nontrivial characters occurring in V ,
then

γr
fieldpG, V q ě m

a
|G|.

Proof. First assume that k contains the |G|th roots of unity, so we can work in the diagonal basis. The proof
of [BSGHR23, Theorem 3.1] goes through essentially unchanged in this setting (after replacing γfield with
γr

field), since none of the inequalities in that proof actually require the hypothesis that the points a1, . . . , am
lie in the first orthant, now that we have expanded the definition of deg ai to cover all orthants.

If k does not contain all the distinct |G|th roots of unity, let K be a field extension of k that does (which
exists since by hypothesis, chark does not divide |G|). Then γr

fieldpG, V q ě γr

fieldpG, VKq by Lemma 3.4, and

γr

fieldpG, VKq ě m

a
|G| by the previous paragraph, so we have the desired conclusion.

Proposition 4.2 (Characterization of groups attaining the lower bound). Suppose equality is attained in
Theorem 4.1, and let d :“ γr

fieldpG, V q. Then k contains dth roots of unity, G – pZ{dZqm, and the distinct,

nontrivial characters in V form a basis for the character group pG of G (as a Z{dZ-module).

Proof. The proof of [BSGHR23, Proposition 3.4] goes through mutatis mutandis. This time we get that the
ai lie on coordinate axes (assertion 2 in that proof) from the fact that |ai| “ deg ai (which must hold for
each i in order for equality to be attained in all the inequalities). In assertion 3, we may get ai “ ´dei
for some of the i; if so, replace ai with ´ai. The rest of the argument goes through word-for-word in this
context.

Proposition 4.3 (“Hard floor” lower bound). Let G be a finite abelian group, and V a nontrivial, non-
modular, finite-dimensional representation of G. Then γr

field “ 2 if and only if all the nontrivial characters
in V are involutions; otherwise, it is at least 3.

In particular, if m is the number of distinct nontrivial characters in V and τ is the number of involutions
in G, then the condition

m ą τ

implies that
γr

fieldpG, V q ě 3.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we can assume that k contains distinct |G|th roots of unity since
base-changing to an algebraic closure can only make γr

field smaller, per Lemma 3.4, and we are proving a
lower bound.

The argument in the proof of [BSGHR23, Proposition 3.5] goes through mutatis mutandis after observ-
ing that even with the expanded meaning of degree used in this appendix which applies to points in all
orthants, LpG, Supp1 V q still contains no points of degree 1 or 2 other than those contemplated in the proof
of [BSGHR23, Proposition 3.5] and their opposites. This is evident for degree 1, and for degree 2 it is
because if a point a “ paχqχPSupp1 V is of degree 2 and has two coordinates of different signs, then it must
be of the form aχ1

“ 1, aχ2
“ ´1, and aχ “ 0 for χ ‰ χ1, χ2, for characters χ1, χ2 P Supp1 V . However, all

the characters in Supp1 V are distinct (by definition), and in particular, χ1 ‰ χ2. Thus such a point cannot

satisfy the equation χa “ 1 P pG that defines LpG, Supp1 V q. Thus any a of degree 1 or 2 in LpG, Supp1 V q has
all coordinates non-negative or all coordinates non-positive, i.e., they are exactly the points contemplated
in the proof of [BSGHR23, Proposition 3.5] together with their opposites. Since adding in the opposites of
a set of first-orthant points has no effect on the lattice they generate, the counting argument in [BSGHR23,
Proposition 3.5] now goes through.

Corollary 4.4. If G is finite abelian but not an elementary abelian 2-group, and V is a faithful non-modular
finite-dimensional representation, then γfieldpG, V q ě 3.
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Proof. Again we can assume k contains the |G|th roots of unity, as in Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.3.
Then the proof of [BSGHR23, Corollary 3.6] goes through word-for-word after changing γfield to γr

field.

As mentioned above, we also get versions of the upper bounds, with βr

field in the place of βfield, because
of the basic inequality βr

fieldpG, V q ď βfieldpG, V q. Thus, by [BSGHR23, Theorem 3.11], for G “ Z{pZ, k
of coprime characteristic, and V such that its base change to the algebraic closure of k contains at least 3
distinct nontrivial characters, we have

βr

fieldpG, V q ď p ` 3

2
,

and by [BSGHR23, Proposition 4.4], the same bound holds if there are only two distinct nontrivial characters
in V ’s base change, as long as they are not inverse to each other.

Finally, a version of [BSGHR23, Proposition 5.2] goes through:

Proposition 4.5. Let G “ Z{nZ with n ě 3, and choose any 1 ď m ă n. If m is even, define

Sm :“ t˘1,˘2, . . . ,˘m{2u Ă pG,

where characters of G are represented by integers as in Convention 2.8. If m is odd, define

Sm :“ t˘1,˘2, . . . ,˘pm ´ 1q{2, pm ` 1q{2u Ă pG.

In either case, we have

βr

fieldpG,Smq “ γr

fieldpG,Smq “ max

ˆ
3,

R
n

rm{2s

V˙
.

Proof. The proof of [BSGHR23, Proposition 5.2] works word-for-word after replacing aA with |aA| in the
inequality

|ϕpaq| ď
ÿ

APSm

|A|aA ď rm{2s dega.

Therefore, βr

field, and even γr

field, attains the upper bound conjectured for βfield in [BSGHR23, Conjec-
ture 5.1].

Remark. The proofs of [BSGHR23, Theorem 3.1] and Theorem 4.1 above are of the style of argumentation
of Minkowski’s classical geometry of numbers [LG87], which studies interactions between convex bodies and
lattices by reasoning about lengths and volumes. One may ask what classical geometry of numbers can tell
us about upper bounds. This is a particularly tempting question regarding γr

field and βr

field, since Ωm (unlike
∆m) is centrally symmetric in addition to being convex and bounded, so the original theorems of Minkowski
can be applied directly. Furthermore, Lemmas 3.8 and 3.11 imply that γr

fieldpG, V q is precisely the highest
successive minimum (an object of classical study, see [LG87, p. 123]) of Ωm with respect to LpG, Supp1 V q.
Nonetheless, upper bounds thus obtained are much weaker than the upper bounds proven here, or even the
Noether bound [Noe15, Fle00, Fog01], which states that the ring of invariants is generated by polynomials
of degree ď |G| in coprime characteristic.

To illustrate, take G “ Z{pZ with p an odd prime, and V a representation of G over C containing m

distinct, nontrivial characters. Minkowski’s theorem on successive minima [LG87, Chapter 2, § 16, Theorem
3], applied to the lattice L :“ LpG, Supp1 V q and the bounded, centrally symmetric convex body Ωm, states
that

λ1pΩm, Lq ¨ ¨ ¨λmpΩm, LqV pΩmq ď 2mdpLq,
where λ1pΩm, Lq, . . . , λmpΩm, Lq are the successive minima of Ωm with respect to L, the last of which is
γr

fieldpG, V q; dpLq is the determinant of the lattice L, which is p; and V pΩmq is the volume of Ωm, which is
2m{m!. We thus obtain

λ1pΩm, Lq ¨ ¨ ¨λm´1pΩm, Lqγr

fieldpG, V q ď m!p.

The arguments in the proofs of [BSGHR23, Proposition 3.5] and Proposition 4.3 imply that L contains no
points of L1-norm 1, and (because p is odd, so G contains no involutions) at most tm{2u linearly independent
points of L1-norm 2. Because Ωm is the unit ball in the L1 norm, it follows that λ1pΩm, Lq, . . . , λtm{2upΩm, Lq
are all ě 2, while λtm{2u`1pΩm, Lq, . . . , λm´1pΩm, Lq are all ě 3. (These bounds are attained by the lattices
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constructed in [BSGHR23, Proposition 5.2], so they are best possible.) Incorporating these bounds, we
finally obtain

γr

fieldpG, V q ď m!p

2tm{2u3rm{2s´1
. (1)

For m “ 1, 2, the right side is p, which is sharp; but for m ě 3, the bound

γr

fieldpG, V q ď βr

fieldpG, V q ď βfieldpG, V q ď p ` 3

2

obtained from [BSGHR23, Theorem 3.11] is better, and for large m it is dramatically better. Indeed, the
right side of (1) increases rapidly with m, while [BSGHR23, Theorem 3.11] and the Noether bound do
not depend on m, and the true upper bound suggested by computational data [BSGHR23, Conjecture 5.1]
decreases with increasing m.
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